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Turning a blind eye - Wikipedia
To knowingly ignore some wrongdoing. Can't you just turn a
blind eye to this little incident, instead of telling Mom and
Dad? Regulators turned a blind eye to.
What Does Turn a Blind Eye Mean? - Writing Explained
turn a blind eye (to something) meaning, definition, what is
turn a blind eye (to something): to deliberately ignore
something that yo: Learn more.
What Does Turn a Blind Eye Mean? - Writing Explained
turn a blind eye (to something) meaning, definition, what is
turn a blind eye (to something): to deliberately ignore
something that yo: Learn more.

And thus the idiom "to turn a blind eye" on something/someone.
Teachers turned a blind eye to the handwriting in cases where
students were able to secure.

English Turkish online dictionary Tureng, translate words and
terms with different pronunciation options. turn a blind eye
gözünü kapamak turn a blind eye to.

Abstract: Neural networks achieve the state-of-the-art in
image classification tasks. However, they can encode spurious
variations or biases that.
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Most of the story takes place in a multi ethnic comprehensive
school in the Tower Hamlets area of London. The government was
really caught napping the day the protesters planned to jam
the highways and roads of the town.
KeepinTouchSubscribetoournewupdatesinyouremail.There'skindofanadd
Maya needs to unravel the cryptic message left behind by the
killer who murdered the headmistress. I, working alongside
Australian Dan.
HomeQuestionsTagsUsersUnanswered.Idefinitelywanttorevisitboththec
am really looking forward to seeing where the series goes! I
knew that my wife was cheating on my but I chose to turn a
blind eye.
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